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Abstract

We investigate how representations of Syrian refugees (2011-2021) differ across US partisan news outlets. We analyze 47,388 articles from the online US media about Syrian refugees to detail differences in reporting between left- and right-leaning media. We use various NLP techniques to understand these differences. Our polarization and question answering results indicated that left-leaning media tended to represent refugees as child victims, welcome in the US, and right-leaning media cast refugees as Islamic terrorists. We noted similar results with our sentiment and offensive speech scores over time, which detail possibly unfavorable representations of refugees in right-leaning media. A strength of our work is how the different techniques we have applied validate each other. Based on our results, we provide several recommendations. Stakeholders may utilize our findings to intervene around refugee representations, and design communications campaigns that improve the way society sees refugees and possibly aid refugee outcomes.

Introduction

News media plays a central role in linking individuals to global events. News media coverage increases the importance of various topics among readers and is representative of some views on the issue. However, news media conveys both facts and varying representations of the same topic, becoming instrumental in individual attitude and public opinion formation. Different news media representations are linked with real-world implications. Negative news media representations around marginalized groups may lead to isolation, reduced mental health outcomes, unfairly punitive policy measures that target vulnerable communities, and hate-crime incidents. In this study, within marginalized groups, we focus on Syrian Refugees. In the last two decades, the number of people displaced worldwide has dramatically increased. The conflict that has engulfed Syria since 2011 has internally displaced 6.5 million people and forced another 5 million to flee abroad, overwhelmingly to neighboring countries, such as Jordan, Lebanon, Turkey, and Iraq. The role of the US regarding the Crisis is central to understanding representations around Syrian refugees. The United States is a major donor to the humanitarian response in Syria, providing humanitarian assistance for vulnerable individuals inside Syria and those displaced in the region since the start of the Syrian Refugee Crisis. However, the US is resettling a relatively small number of Syrian refugees. In 2016, the US had resettled 15,479 Syrian refugees. However, in 2018, 62 refugees were admitted (Romero 2019), which is minimal compared to the millions displaced globally. Within the US, public attitudes — and especially partisan attitudes — toward refugees may play an important role in shaping legislators’ behavior (Barbera et al. 2019), with dire consequences for those seeking refuge from the Syrian Refugee Crisis (hereafter Crisis). The UNHCR has thus expressed its concerns on refugee news media representation and its consequences on public opinion. Public opinion on refugees has become even more polarized, particularly along partisan lines. For example, in 2017, when Donald Trump was elected in the US, the percentage of Republicans who agreed that the US has a responsibility to accept refugees fell from 35 to 26 percent, while among Democrats, it increased from 71 to 74 percent.

Past work used an automated content analysis of Canadian print media coverage over a 10-year period to find that immigrants are represented in economic terms, with an emphasis on the validity of refugee claims, potential security threats, and the extent to which refugees take advantage of social programs (Lawlor and Tolley 2017). Another study examined the representations of Syrian refugees in Canadian print
media from 2012 to 2016. Results indicated that the conflict representation was prominent earlier in the Syrian Refugee Crisis but then shifted toward a more humanizing depiction of refugees (Wallace 2018). Other work explored how news outlets discussed refugees, finding that conservative media emphasized refugees as threats more often than liberal media (Nassar 2020). While past work provided an overview of representations around Syrian refugees, there was minimal focus on the difference in representations between partisan media, using large scale computational techniques, focusing on the larger scope of the Crisis. Thus, we propose a study on US news media representations around Syrian refugees, exploring online news from 2011-2021, focusing on partisan news media outlets (left-leaning, right-leaning, centrist).

Better understanding of partisan representations regarding Syrian refugees in the US news media can shed light on how media environments shape partisan views around a vulnerable community, with possible policy implications. We propose the following research question: What are the broad differences between partisan news outlet representations of Syrian refugees?

Background
Media, Partisan Representations, and Syrian Refugees
How has the media represented Syrian refugees? First, media coverage of Syrian refugees, and other minorities is not proportional to their actual presence in society, leading to different representations. Second, news media, especially right-leaning media, through refugee representations, consciously or unconsciously produces and reproduces forms of discrimination, such as stereotypes and prejudice associated with refugees. Certain representations of refugees in right-leaning news media can lead to a distorted picture of the groups. Examples of right-leaning narratives are that refugees are a threat to the American way of life, a burden on national resources, or Islamic terrorists (Bhatia and Jenkins 2018). Our findings demonstrate salient examples from the right-leaning media that may increase stigma around refugees. Our work can provide an overview of narratives from which interventions can be designed to mitigate stigma experienced by refugees.

Partisan Media and Real World Effects These differing partisan representations of refugees with real world implications. Given differing partisan representations within the media, the portrayal of Syrian refugees and the Crisis can perpetuate discrimination toward refugees, especially by individuals consuming only media from a certain partisan affiliation. For the Syrian refugees themselves, negative reporting may further worsen isolation and mental health. Partisan reporting that has starkly different representations of refugees can lead to the perpetuation of discrimination and othering. Such representations can manifest as directly as racism toward refugees. In extreme cases, negative representation of Syrian refugees, or their linkage to terrorist activity, may be related to hate crimes against such communities. Moreover, while partisan media may represent Syrian refugees in a negative context, this can lead to a general rise of hate crimes targeted against vulnerable communities. Similarly, partisan media’s portrayal of refugees as an external threat may lead to more restrictive immigration and national security policies. Results presented in this paper provide evidence on how right-leaning media characterizes refugees as a threat. Given these real world implications, our work can provide understanding on the specific ways partisan news media represents the issues surrounding Syrian refugees, aiding policy interventions.

Data and Method
Data We used the open-source media analysis platform Media Cloud (mediacloud.org) to analyze 47,388 media articles between 2011 and 2021 from 228 US media sources across the partisan spectrum. For locating articles related to Syrian refugees, we used queries based on a related systematic review (El Arab and Sagbakken 2018): (refugee OR “asylum-seeker” OR migrant OR immigrant OR displaced) AND (syria OR syrian). We queried 84,214 URLs (30,401 URLs were broken links) from Media cloud. We did not encounter any issues with scraping text from websites that had a paywall or similar blockers. The distribution of broken links was similar to the distribution of our successfully obtained data, as below, likely indicating that the distribution of missing links is not biased. We categorized these URLs as left, center-left, center, center-right, and right, through methods developed in past work (Faris et al. 2017), which used the proportion of retweets associated with either Hillary Clinton or Donald Trump for each media source as a measure of candidate-centric partisanship. The retweets were performed by the Twitter accounts associated with the online news outlets. This metric was expressed on a -1.0 to 1.0 scale. The continuous metric was broken into even quintiles, labelled: left, center-left, center, center-right, and right (Faris et al. 2017). The partisan breakdown of our data was as follows: left: 25.3%, center-left: 37.7%, center: 23.3%, center-right: 2.1%, right: 11.5%. Examples of such sources are as follows: left (Rolling Stone, The Nation); center-left (Fortune, Gawker); center (Forbes, ABC News); center-right (RedState, National Review); right (Breitbart, Blaze). News media sources that appeared after 2016 and were not already categorized were not used in our study. We successfully collected and categorized 47,388 articles. Two reviewers independently examined 100 randomly selected articles to verify salience with our research question. Reviewers then discussed their findings and highlighted items deemed relevant across both lists, to determine that 95% were relevant.

Key Event Selection As articles around Syrian refugees are contextually embedded within the Syrian Refugee Crisis, we will use key events in the Crisis to inform our descriptive analyses of article count, and sentiment and offensive speech scores. These events will be used to divide the our timeline into five periods. For example, the time between the first event and second event will be Period 1, and the time between the second event and the third event will be Period 2. We developed a list of key events during the Crisis as follows. Three content experts first developed a list of ten events independently based on authoritative sources (UNHCR, UNICEF). Content experts were selected based on their experience around displaced persons, language, and social media analysis. Experts were told to select events based
on their relative importance to the Crisis. Experts then compared lists to select common items across lists. There were five events that appeared in all lists, and these were used to demarcate the periods for our descriptive analyses. A-March 2011: Start of unrest in Syria; B-July 2012: ‘Za’atari Refugee Camp open for refugees by UNHCR and Jorda-
nian authorities/first refugee camp in Jordan opens, reaching 100k refugees in its first year; C-January 2016: UN-
HCR joins humanitarian convoy to deliver life-saving aid to civilians. D-July 2017: In Hamburg, Germany, an agree-
ment is reached on curbing violence in Southwest Syria during G20 meeting, and ceasefire takes effect; E-October
2019: The US withdraws troops from northern Syria and Turkey attacks US Kurdish allies in the area. We note that
Event A was selected as it marks the start of the Syrian Refugee Crisis. The following are some events that were
evaluated, but not selected for analysis: March 2014: Syrian Army and Hezbollah forces recapture Yabroud, the last
rebel stronghold near the Lebanese border; September 2014: US and five Arab countries launch air strikes against Islamic
State around Aleppo and Raqqa; July 2015: number of Syrian
refugees tops the four million mark; August 2017: UN-
HCR and partners open Jordan’s first job centre for Syrians
in ‘Za’atari; October 2019: US withdraws troops from north-
ern Syria.

Offensive Speech To identify offensive speech in our
data, we used BERT-HateXplain (Mathew et al. 2021). Of-
fensive speech is strongly impolite, rude or vulgar language
expressed towards an individual or group (Davidson et al.
2017). Offensive speech is different from hate speech, which
is speech that targets disadvantaged social groups in a man-
ner that is potentially harmful to them (Jacobs and Pot-
ter 1998). BERT-HateXplain utilizes a large-scale language
model, BERT (Devlin et al. 2018), and annotates data from
different perspectives: the commonly used 3-class clas-
sification (hate, offensive or normal) (Davidson et al. 2017),
the target community (the community that has been the tar-
get in the post), and the rationales, or the spans of the post on
which the labelling decision is based. BERT-HateXplain was
trained on data from Gab and Twitter. In our study, BERT-
HateXplain was applied to the first 512 tokens of each arti-
cle as BERT has a limit of 512 tokens (Devlin et al. 2018).
We assumed that key information in the articles would oc-
cur in the first 512 tokens. We did not use BERT-HateXplain
in the context and presentation of how sentiment is conveyed or
embedded in rhetoric for a given sentence. In our results,
we compare two sentiment scores or a range of scores and
sentiment as lower sentiment. As an example, if there
are two sentiment scores, score A=0.3 and score B=0.3, we
would say that score B has lower sentiment than score A.
This does not necessarily mean that one has less negative
or positive sentiment, just that one value is larger than the
other. If score A=0.3 and score B=0.1, we still say that score
B has lower sentiment than score A. The same logic would
apply for a range of scores. For example, if range A=0.3-
0.6 and range B=0.1-0.2, we would say that range B has a
lower score than range A. To verify sentiment score results,
two content experts coded the sentiment of a randomly se-
lected subset of data (1% of total articles) as positive, neutral
or negative. Coders demonstrated >85% agreement. A third
content expert then reconciled differences between the two
coders to produce a final annotated list. The final list was
then compared to the VADER output, where we noted 81%
agreement, indicating that VADER is sufficient for our an-
alysis. The following are condensed examples of text coded by
VADER: neutral (If you’re looking for a caffeine buzz first
thing in the morning, here’s why you should wait an hour
or so; The correspondents will be Vice Media co-founder
Suroosh Alvi, journalist, documentary filmmaker and author
Ben Anderson); positive (A growing number of migrants are
finding jobs in Germany, according to data released on Tues-
day that will give heart to supporters of Chancellor Angela
Merkel’s decision to let in hundreds of thousands of war
refugees since 2015; Helping refugees pursue degrees and
return to their countries should be a priority, say diplomats
and observers); negative (in a separate offensive aided by
Turkey, have pushed the Islamic State back from the Turk-
isheh border and appear to be on the verge of retaking the
city; Refugees have been a focal point of political discus-
sion. While campaigning, President-elect Donald Trump has
promised to bar Syrian refugees from coming to the United
States).

Polarization through Large-scale Language Models
We used large-scale language models (Smith et al. 2017) to
understand the differences between left- and right-leaning
news articles. Such models can be used for a range of pur-
poses. We used these models to perform single word trans-
lation where the model takes a word in a source language
as input and outputs an equivalent word in a target language
(KhudaBukhsh et al. 2020). For example, in a translation
system performing English to Spanish translation, if the in-
put word is hello, the output word will be hola. We apply
large-scale language models to partisan news media. All our
news articles across partisan media are in English. We build
on earlier work (KhudaBukhsh et al. 2020) and treat left-
and right-leaning media as two different languages. As our lan-
guages are actually English from different sub-communities,
on most occasions, translations will be identical. As an ex-
ample, food in English used by the left leaning media (left-
English) will likely translate into the same in right-English
(KhudaBukhsh et al. 2020). The interesting cases are pairs
where translations do not match. The output is not inherently
misaligned, and the algorithm simply produces word pairs.
We determine whether there is a misalignment through human review. Most of the time, pairs will match (aligned). However, sometimes the pairs will not match (misaligned) and this is of interest. An example pair that may not match in our context is Republican, Democrat. Republican may be used in favorable contexts in right-English, much like how Democrat may be used in left-English. Thus, while both words have different meanings and representations in each sub-community, they are treated the same by the translation algorithm, creating a mismatch in translation for Republican and Democrat. Such word pairs are misaligned pairs. Such mismatches can provide insights on the differences in refugee representations between left- and right-leaning media. We fed the models our all news article data, divided by ideology (left-leaning, right-leaning), as two different languages.

We provide a brief technical overview of the technique used, drawing from (KhudaBukhsh et al. 2020). Let D1 and D2 be two monolingual text corpora authored in languages L1 and L2 respectively. With respect to D1 and D2, V1 and V2 denote the source and target vocabularies. A word translation scheme that translates L1 to L2 takes a source word (W1) as input and produces a single word translation W2 (more details in (KhudaBukhsh et al. 2020)). A translation algorithm (Smith et al. 2017) drives this process. The algorithm requires two monolingual corpora and a bilingual seed lexicon of word translation pairs as inputs. First, two separate monolingual word embeddings are induced using a monolingual word embedding learning model. As per (Smith et al. 2017), FastText (Bojanowski et al. 2017) was used to train monolingual embedding. Next, a bilingual seed lexicon is used to learn an orthogonal transformation matrix, which is then used to align the two vector spaces. Finally, to translate a word from the source language to the target language, we multiply the embedding of the source word with the transformation matrix to align it with the target vector space. Then, the nearest neighbor of the aligned word vector in the target vector space is selected as the translation of the source word in the target language. Two reviewers manually inspected the top 5000 salient translation pairs, ranked by frequency (KhudaBukhsh et al. 2020), between left- and right-leaning media. Reviewers were instructed to independently order the list with most mismatched pairs at the top. By most mismatched we refer to pairs with the greatest difference in meaning, such as youth, radicals. Examples of less mismatched pairs are those which are different words but closer in meaning, such as robust, comprehensive, and dramatic, significantly. The reviewers then compared the top 30 most mismatched pairs in their lists to look for items common to both lists. Eighteen items were common to both lists, and are displayed in the results section. Examples of pairs not selected are (deported, returned), (radicalized, unfortunately), and (fraud, unconstitutional). As a clarification, our goal in using techniques described in (KhudaBukhsh et al. 2020) was not to provide an improvement over an existing technique, but to demonstrate the technique in a different context. While we largely used the work of (KhudaBukhsh et al. 2020) unchanged, we calculated similarity scores between sentences to find illustrative examples of misaligned pairs in left- and right-leaning media where the pairs appear in highly similar contexts - essentially sentences that have similar meanings but with different words. Similarity scores were calculated with Sentence-bert (Reimers and Gurevych 2019), a modification of the pre-trained BERT network that uses siamese and triplet network structures to derive semantically meaningful sentence embeddings that can be compared using cosine-similarity.

Question Answering Question answering can help us to understand how left- and right-leaning media answer the same questions about Syrian refugees, perhaps revealing differences in representations around these topics. For example, some partisan media may produce a more inflammatory reply compared to other media, in response to a broad question about Syrian refugees. We used BERT (Devlin et al. 2018) for answer extraction. The model was applied separately on left- and right-leaning articles. Questions were developed based on input from content experts. We selected three content experts who had published at least ten peer-reviewed articles in the last three years around refugee health and safety. Each content expert first developed a list of ten questions separately. The three experts then discussed their lists to result in a final list of four questions that were broadly similar across all three original lists, and final questions are as follows: Why are refugees coming to America? What do you think of refugees? What is happening in Syria? Why are there child refugees? We highlighted one question at a time and fed it to the model. The model extracts answers for the question leveraging on context information in each article. To stay within the admitted input size of the model, we clipped the length of each article (title + body text) to 512 tokens. Each question provided one answer per article. We randomly sampled 500, 1000, 1500, and 2000 answers per question. We found that a random sample of 1000 answers provided the greatest range and quality of answers, assessed by two reviewers (85% agreement). Range of answers was determined based on the number of different answers provided by each group of answers (500, 1000, 1500, 2000). Quality was determined by the proportion of sensible and non-repetitive answers to each question compared to total number of answers. Sampling 500 answers provided a limited range of answers and few sensible answers to questions. The 1500 and 2000 group of answers had a large range of answers, but many of these tended to be not useful or relevant to the question, such as stop words. The 1000 answer selection was found by reviewers to have a good range of answers, comparable to the 1500 and 2000 group of answers, but had a greater proportion of sensible answers compared to other groups of answers. We thus randomly sampled 1000 answers per question. Given space limitations and that several answers were repetitive, with numerous non-useful answers, we are unable to present the 1000 answer selection here. Thus, for brevity and clarity, we decided to present a subsample of the 1000 answer selection, providing an overview of answers, without non-useful and repetitive answers. From the sample of 1000 answers, content experts selected the top 5, 10 and 20 most representative answers per question, for both left-, center-, and right-leaning articles. We found that selecting the top 5 most representa-
Results

Overview

We provide an overview of article count, sentiment score, and offensive speech in Figure 1. We provide three-month moving averages for all variables and Akima was used to interpolate missing values (Akima et al. 2016). Article count Figure 1a exhibits similar trends across all media variants. We note comparable spikes in article count for all media in Period 2 and 3, perhaps indicative of broadly similar interest in Syrian refugees across media, regardless of ideological leaning. We note that Period 2 is the longest period, and that periods have slightly different lengths. Sentiment score Figure 1b for all media variants generally fluctuated over time. We detail that in Periods 1, 2, 4 and 5, right-leaning media seemed to have lower sentiment compared to other media, perhaps indicating that right-leaning media is less favorable of Syrian refugees compared to other media. Regarding offensive speech Figure 1c, we note that scores fluctuated over our analysis period. Most notably, we note a sharp increase in offensive speech for right-media in Period 5. No similar spikes were observed for any other media throughout the period of study. We suggest that while media across ideological viewpoints has varying representations around Syrian refugees, only right-media promotes a relatively larger amount of offensive speech regarding refugees.

Polarization

We demonstrate single word translation results from our large-scale language models to understand differences between left- and right-leaning news articles. Upon manual inspection, we present misaligned pairs for left- and right-leaning articles, and illustrative sentence examples in Table 1. We thematically categorized pairs, and then offer illustrative sentence examples within this categorization. We are unable to provide illustrative examples for all pairs due to space constraints. We first indicate the conservatives, liberals pair which demonstrates that the left-leaning media implies that conservatives are highly emotional and irrational, unwilling to accept refugees in the US. Conversely, the right-leaning media implies liberals are easy swayed by refugees looking to exploit the US. Such views may further the partisan divide, affecting overall refugee outcomes. Similarly, the demonstrators, protesters pair indicates that the left-leaning media views demonstrators as individuals striving for societal change, unfairly punished by an authoritarian regime. The right-leaning media implies that protesters are responsible for the Syrian conflict, forwarding the view that refugees could be dangerous, ready to incite violence in the US.

We then note the pairs babies, men; and children, people. It seemed the left-leaning media cast refugees as vulnerable children who needed assistance, rather than men or people who could possibly be terrorists. For context, 47% of Syrian Refugees in the US identify as female, 47% are under the age of 14, and 24% are aged 14-30. We note the first illustrative sentence for the babies, men pair, which indicates that the left-leaning media highlights the struggles refugees have encountered, implying they deserve sympathy and assistance. More importantly, refugees are young and harmless, easy to assimilate into the US social fabric. The right-leaning media details that refugees are opportunistic young men, seeking to move to high-income nations, not deserving of the public’s sympathy. Similar results are observed in the second babies, men illustrative sentence. The left-leaning media emphasizes that some refugees are babies to be cared for and pitied. However, the right-leaning media implies that many refugees are young men who potentially could be armed and dangerous. Such viewpoints may lead left-leaning members of the public to feel sympathy for helpless refugees, but lead right-leaning individuals to fear and distrust refugees.

We detail the newcomers, refugees pair. The left-leaning representation of refugees as newcomers underlies a belief that refugees are welcome in the US, as new immigrants ready to contribute. The right-leaning media uses the generic term refugees instead, perhaps implying that refugees are not immigrants and only in the US temporarily, ready to leave. Such rhetoric may embolden attempts to forcibly expel refugees from the US, affecting refugee well-being. Similar observations were noted for the DACA, unconstitutional pair. Deferred Action for Childhood Arrivals (DACA) is a US immigration policy that allows some undocumented individuals in the US after being brought to the country as children to become eligible for US work authorization. The equivalent word in right-leaning media exemplifies right-leaning beliefs that DACA is unconstitutional, further engendering viewpoints that Syrian refugees do not belong in the US.

Compared to the left-leaning media, right-leaning media tended to associate Syrian refugees with Islamic terrorism. For example, while left-leaning media used the word aliens, the right-leaning equivalent was terrorists. Similar misaligned pairs were extremism, jihad and extremists, Islamists. These examples demonstrate that while left-leaning media does associate Syrian refugees with extremism, the right-leaning media seems to imply that extremism around refugees is linked with Islam. Such viewpoints may lead readers of right-leaning media to believe that Islam is interchangeable with terrorist activity, perhaps increasing stigma towards Muslims. Within these results, a particular concern is the conflation of islam with jihad, possibly leading consumers of right-leaning media to believe Syrian refugees
Figure 1: (a) Article count related to Syrian refugees (2011-2021) across US partisan news outlets online. (b) and (c): Sentiment and Offensive Speech Scores for articles related to Syrian refugees across US partisan online news outlets.

are related to religious extremism. Similarly, we note the *youth, radicals* pair. This pair implies the right-leaning media views youth as a possible danger to the US. By representing refugees as radicals or people, the right-leaning media may lead to people believing that refugees are unable to assimilate into the US and possible radical terrorists. Finally, we note the *cleansing, occupation* pair. Left-leaning media is more likely to represent the Crisis in harsher terms, such as *cleansing*, instead of the slightly less pejorative term *occupation*.

**Question Answering** We present questions and the top five most representative answers per question across left-, right- and center-leaning articles in Table 2. There was a clear difference in characterization of Syrian refugees in left- vs right-leaning articles. Regarding the question *What do you think of refugees?*, the left-leaning media provided responses indicating that refugees are innocent individuals who can be easily integrated into the US. Conversely, the right-leaning media views refugees as threats to the US and possible terrorists. Such viewpoints may lead left-leaning members of the public to ascribe sympathy to refugees but incite right-leaning individuals to fear refugees. Exploring center-leaning responses, we observed answers parallel to left- (*supportive*) and right-leaning (*jihadis*) viewpoints. Regarding the question *What is happening in Syria?*, left-leaning media indicates the various traumatic experiences refugees have encountered, allowing the public to sympathize with the refugee cause. The right-leaning media instead views the Crisis as a way for Islamic terrorists to enter high-income European nations, possibly inciting terrorist activity. The opposing views on reasons for the Crisis may lead left-leaning individuals to empathize, but persuade the right-leaning public into believing the Crisis is a way for Islamic terrorism to infiltrate the US. We detail center-leaning
answers to provide context, where responses mirrored both left-(persecution and conflict) and right-leaning (the rise of ISIS) viewpoints. Similarly, for the question Why are there child refugees?, left-leaning media represents refugees as victims of war... or in search of a better future. Right-leaning media tended to use discriminatory rhetoric, with responses such as killing innocent Americans and plotting to join Ji-

hadi... Center-leaning articles demonstrated a mix of positive and negative inclinations, unlike left- and right-leaning media which had a clear stance toward Syrian refugees. For example, for the question Why are refugees coming to Amer-

ica?, center-leaning media had both positive (refugees enrich communities) and negative (a threat to national secu-

rity) views on the Crisis and Syrian refugees.

Discussion

Implications of Findings Our RQ was to explore the broad differences between partisan news outlets in regard to Syrian refugees. A strength of our work is how the different tech-

niques we have applied validate each other. For example, the sentiment and offensive speech scores over time detail possibly unfavorable representations of refugees in right-leaning media. Similarly, our polarization and question answering results both indicated that the left-leaning media tended to represent refugees as child victims, welcome in the US, and right-leaning media cast refugees as Islamic terrorists. The concordance in our results suggests the veracity of our findings and we hope that results can add to research and policy around refugees and other displaced individuals. Our evidence is supported by previous research. Past work indicated that left-leaning US media often casts refugees as victims or individuals who can someday contribute to the US, allowing people to sympathize with refugees (Bhatia and Jenks 2018). Conversely, right-leaning media represents refugees as a burden or threat to the US (Bhatia and Jenks 2018). However, previous work does not explore the sheer range of media articles around Syrian refugees using NLP tech-

niques. We expand on previous research, providing a media overview of Syrian refugee representations and contrasts be-

tween left- and right-leaning media.

Recommendations Key to refugee representations is the inclusion of refugee viewpoints when reporting on Syr-

ian refugees. Where possible, refugees themselves should be consulted on news articles about Syrian refugees, co-

creating work. For example, journalists can submit articles to a panel staffed by refugees who will then provide suggestions on how the article can represent refugee concerns. To improve representations around refugees, mini-

mize marginalization, and possibly mitigate effects of the Crisis, government stakeholders can conduct tailored inter-

ventions and communications campaigns to counter the pos-

sibly negative media rhetoric. An example intervention may use stories around extended contact with refugees to build a common ingroup identity among refugees and other indi-

viduals in right-leaning areas of the US (Cameron et al. 2006). Such interventions may shift the beliefs of right-

leaning Americans around refugees, thereby improving feel-

ings of inclusiveness among refugees with possible implica-

tions for refugee mental health. Communications campaigns can harness our findings and forward evidenced-based posts about refugees in the comment sections of right-leaning on-

line media. Such campaigns may allow those antagonistic to refugees to engage with evidence-based information, per-

haps shifting their views on refugees. We also suggest that the media, especially right-leaning media, be more aware of possibly offensive language, to avoid further marginalizing refugees. News organizations can strengthen internal review procedures to ensure they do not use offensive language. Such procedures may improve opinion around refugees, perhaps promoting acceptance towards refugees. More bal-

anced reporting may contribute to the integration of refugees and other vulnerable social groups into US society, perhaps also reducing hate-crime incidents. These recommendations may enhance efforts to integrate refugees and provide a more inclusive environment for them, perhaps mitigating effects of the Crisis. Given we suggest recommendations around government media interventions and more responsible re-

porting, we provide further discussion in these areas. Some positions suggest that any government regulation is con-

trary to protections around free speech and violates US First Amendment rights. Other viewpoints suggest that govern-

ments have a duty to prohibit hateful speech, while not exten-

ting such oversight into abusing their authority to silence peaceful dissent. Our findings lend support to broad media freedoms, but recommend government intervention around hateful content. In this regard, we suggest safeguards to en-
sure that government intervention around hateful media does not restrict freedom of speech. We note that there also exists the question if the media should be a responsible producer of news e.g., should media outlets be responsible providers of news and not promote hateful or discriminatory content? Some suggest that the media should report as they wish, and it is up to the reader to decide the veracity of content. Other viewpoints indicate that the media should be held accountable and minimize harm to those it reports on.

Limitations Our findings relied on the validity of data collected with our search terms. We used Media Cloud to search for all articles relevant to Syrian refugees, and our data contained text representative of refugee representations. We are thus confident in the comprehensiveness of our data. We note that the recall of the search string was not tested, and that there may be possible biases as we did not manage to scrape all URLs due to broken links. Our data may not be generalizable to US representations around non-Syrian refugees. In future, we will expand our study to broader refugee communities. We were not able to obtain read or share counts, to control for news outlets that are more widely read compared to a small town newspaper. We were not able to distinguish between bias free publications and opinion-

commentary articles. The team was unable to conduct more fine-grained analysis, e.g. are there news outlets whose repre-

sentation of refugees has changed? Future research will incorporate such analysis. Findings may also not apply to other related events that are also heavily politicized (e.g., migration from Mexico and Central American) or other contexts (e.g., the experience of the Syrian Refugee Crisis in Europe). Future work will take a broader approach, incorpo-

rating other crises.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Misaligned Pairs</th>
<th>Left-leaning Illustrative example</th>
<th>Right-leaning Illustrative examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;conservatives, liberal&gt;</td>
<td>This week, conservatives are howling over the potential for Syrian refugees to be granted entry into the United States of America.</td>
<td>No matter where the supposed refugees are coming from, liberals want America to take them in.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;mainstream, liberal&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;obama, trump&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;DACA, unconstitutional&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>People</td>
<td>&lt;babies, men&gt;</td>
<td>But the overwhelming number of “refugees” are young men leaving the safety of Turkey, Jordan and other states in the hopes they’ll enjoy the wonders of Europe.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>So far this year, more than 350 refugees and migrants have drowned on the crossing from Turkey, including women, children, and babies.</td>
<td>Who are the refugees? While many are women and children, there are plenty of young men of military age? Look in the background of the many photos of the refugees, such as these in the New York Times.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Images of Syrian refugees clutching their babies on the trek to asylum struck a chord in the hearts of some Minnesota women who met Wednesday to help a nonprofit group lighten the migrants’ load.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;children, people&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;demonstrators, protesters&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;newcomers, refugees&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Extremism</td>
<td>&lt;extremism, jihad&gt;</td>
<td>The number of jihadists in Libya linked to the Islamic State, also known as ISIS or ISIL, has been growing in recent months.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Islamic State fighters are increasing in Libya, raising concerns that the country could be the next battleground for extremism, and terrorist activities.</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>When you travel to the region, and you hear extremists in the region saying, “America hates us, hates Muslims,” and you try to explain [that this isn’t the case], this is now overshadowed by the Trump rhetoric.</td>
<td>At the same time, it is ridiculous to not recognize there are radical Islamists who are in America, who want to bring this country down and who think they go to paradise if they kill Americans.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
She noted the threat to France of the Islamic State group which has claimed deadly attacks in Paris, Nice and elsewhere, and has lured hundreds of French youths to the war zones in Syria and Iraq.

French authorities are particularly concerned about the threat from hundreds of French Islamic radicals who have traveled to Syria and returned home, possibly with dangerous skills.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>&lt;youth, radicals&gt;</th>
<th>She noted the threat to France of the Islamic State group which has claimed deadly attacks in Paris, Nice and elsewhere, and has lured hundreds of French youths to the war zones in Syria and Iraq</th>
<th>French authorities are particularly concerned about the threat from hundreds of French Islamic radicals who have traveled to Syria and returned home, possibly with dangerous skills</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>&lt;islam, jihad&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;aliens, terrorists&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;nationalist, islam&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>War</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;cleansing, occupation&gt;</td>
<td>“Turkey’s military operation in northern Syria, spearheaded by armed Islamist groups on its payroll, represents an intentioned-laced effort at ethnic cleansing.”</td>
<td>A senior Syrian Kurdish official says Turkey’s offensive on the Syrian town of Afrin is an “occupation” that endangers the rest of northern Syria</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>“There was no chance Erdogan would keep his promise, and full blown ethnic cleansing is underway by Turkish supported militias,” he said</td>
<td>“The statement from Erdogan’s office insisted Turkey “has no interest in occupation or changing demographics” and accused the PKK and YPG of already making efforts to do so</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;peace, compromise&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;war, invasion&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&lt;migration, crisis&gt;</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1: Misaligned word pairs and illustrative sentence examples for left- and right-leaning media regarding refugee representations from 2011 - 2021. We are unable to provide illustrative examples for all pairs due to space constraints.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Why are refugees coming to America?</th>
<th>What do you think of refugees?</th>
<th>What is happening in Syria?</th>
<th>Why are there child refugees?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Left-leaning</strong></td>
<td><strong>new citizens</strong></td>
<td><strong>mass killings</strong></td>
<td><strong>push of war, famine, and poverty</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ongoing and brutal situation in war-torn Syria</td>
<td>innocent</td>
<td>suffocation of refugees</td>
<td><strong>fleeing civil war in Syria</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>poverty, neglect, and violence</td>
<td><strong>civilians</strong></td>
<td>internal conflict, refugees and displaced people</td>
<td>to escape the security forces’ violence</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The majority of Syrian refugees are fleeing their brutal government</td>
<td>They feel so abandoned by the world</td>
<td>enslavement and rape</td>
<td><strong>in search of a better future</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>to help relatives pinned down by the violence to escape to safer ground</td>
<td>you are not alone</td>
<td>Stop ISIS terrorists now, before it’s too late</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>we begin our stories with victimhood and end them with survival</td>
<td>*****</td>
<td>*****</td>
<td>*****</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

| **Right-leaning**                     | **unclean** | Terrorists have struck in the streets and subways | killing innocent Americans |
| to get a passport | mass violence | real national security threats are costing American lives | plotting to join jihadi fighters in Syria |
| real national security threats are costing American lives | dominant asymmetric threat to our national security | mass refugee crisis | migrant attacks |
| foreign relatives living in countries designated as state-sponsors of terrorism | a disgrace to humanity | illegal migrants from smuggler boats and ferrying them to Europe | People are coming in and we know what we’re going to have problems |
| the country is paying a steep price for putting out the welcome mat | Homegrown terrorists | the migrant crisis to smuggle jihadi in to the United Kingdom | to give Trump some wall money in exchange for protecting the Dreamers |
| they should be deported post-haste |***** |***** |***** |

| **Center-leaning**                     | **poorest** | Syrian crisis | struggling with life |
| brutality of ISIS | illegal | the rise of ISIS | trying to enter the country |
| seeking better living conditions | jihadis | mass refugee crisis | migrant attacks |
| a threat to national security | there are no fundamentalists | persecution and conflict | they have relatives |
| total destruction | refugees enrich communities | supportive | jihadist attacks | they want to kill us |

Table 2: Illustrative examples of questions and answers for left-, center-, and right-leaning articles.
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